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68CHAPTE,R I
INTRODUCTION..
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The manifest reason for photography is that it
can produce pictures of benefit to those who study them.
The taking and study af pictures make YOUJlg people really
see what is around them. They become more aware of beauty
and ugli.ness, more observant of acts, moods, patterns,
history--of life. PhotographY, like art and Dlttsic--
which the schools also encourage--is a medi.wD. of c()l!!J!lllDicating
appreciation of nature, culture, and society. It gives
reins to imagination; it promotes intent thought; it is
a language that with equal readiness can speak realistically,
suggestively, or abstractly. It provides the meana for
communicating among groups and is a tool for aesthetic
and interpretative self-expression of individuals.1
Photagraphy, through its many roles in the schoO;,
is a vi.tal factor in meeting successfully the increasing
demands an education. School praduction Gf instructional
materials is becoming a necessity to meet the needs of
.Jtester B. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in
Teaching (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), p. 256.3
the expanding ~rriculum. Much instructional material
"is most economically secured fram cQDDl1ercial prodLtcers.
Some, however, must be prodttced localq to meet special
needs. A camera in the hands of a teacher of a class
or a class provides specialized instructional material
that is high.:Qr effective.2
Statement of the problem.--T}JepurpQses of this , _.
study were 1) to stud.v the present photographic facilities
and equipment in certain selected high schools in Indiana
to determine whether or not teachers would have the
opportunity to use photograp~to aid them in their
teachingif they were skilled enough to use it, 2) to
prepare and present to a group a series of ten hours of
instructiOlll and laboratory work in photQgraph,y, and
3) to stud.v this method of preselllting the conte:nt to
determine the effectiveness of the method.
Importance of..the Problem.-~The writer has long
felt the need and value of the use of photography as an
aid to teachers in preparing teaching materials for use
in their classes. According to Robert R. Wilson, educational
director for Argus Cameras, the camera as a mea:ns of
creating practical visual aids for,usel in the classroom
'.' 2
Photosu~ in the SchoQl (Rochester, New York:
Eastman Kodak,. 55J,p. 7.4
is gaining recognition rapidly as a 'powerfu1 educational
too1:3
Teachers, students, yearbook sponsors, and
school administrators in co-operation with school
camera clubs and photography classes, are producing
a variety of excellent visual aids that rival
commercially prepared materials.
Classroom teachers find the camera a help in
preparing 'tailor-made' visual aids to DElet the
needs of individual instruction programs. Students
use photography to illustrate class reports,
document field trips, preserve art and craft
projects on film, and to record scientific experiments
for their notebooks.
The schoG1 paper and yearboGk sponsor relies on
the camera to put human interest, spontaneity and
sparkle into the pictorial life of these publications.
School administrators use color slides and b1ack-and-
Wite prints to build and strengthen a bridge of
understanding between school and community. In
short, the entire school depends on photography to
document, supplement, and enrich school and cODDDUnity
life.
If teachers were better instructed in the techniques
of photography and the use of photography in education,
. the writer feels that their teaching would become more
interesting and Blore permanent.
Research Methods.--The research methods used in
this stud;y were of several kinds. A three-page letter
and questionnaire were mailed to selected high schools
in Indiana to determine general practices and facUities
~oJ1cerningplili.tograpby. From the resdts and responses
'. .. ". ~obert R. lfilsen, IIphotograplw: " New Educational
Tool,· Audio-Visual I:i:l.struction, II (Jtme, 1957), 172.5
t~ the questio~aireandbased upon.photography text books
designed for beginning classes in photography, a ten hour
unit of stuq in photography was developed. This unit of
study was then carried out by a group of twenty-one
graduate and under-graduate students. A comparison of a
pre-test and a follow-up test was used to help determine
the effectiveness of the unit of study. Each student in
the group was also given an opportuni.ty to make suggestions
for improving the unit to make it more helpful for him
in his situation.
Def~ition of Term.--Photography is used to mean
the process or art of producing images of objects on
sensitized surfaces by the chemical action of light.
Organization of the Remainder of the Thesis.--
Chapter II is a review of the literature related to the
use Gf photography' for educational purposes with the
intention of showing that there was a need and a basis
for research. in this area. Chapter III reports the findings
of the research dGDe to determine the attitudes, needs and
availability of facilities concerning photography in
seleCted high schools in Indiana. From the two previous
studies, a teaching unit was developed. Chapter IV reports
the activities of an experimental group which studied
photography using the teaching unit which was developed
as a guide. Chapter V reports the evaluation of the',1
6
'experimental unit and shows the progress achieved
concerning certain photographic concepts which were
emphasized in the teaching unit. It also reports the
reactions and attitudes of the students in the experimental
group toward the unit of stu<tr. The findings, summaries,
and conclusions drawn from this stu~ are set forth
in Chapter VI.I,;
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURECHAPTER II
REVlEWOFRELATEDLITERATURE
In reviewing the literature in the area of
photography and its application to education, it was
found that much emphasis was placed on the use of
pictures themselves as a teaching material. Dale
listed the following classifications of use for
still pictures:4
To translate word symbols.
To enrich reading.
To introduce and motivate.
In assigning research.
In preparing reports.
To correct mistaken impressions.
To recapitulate a unit.
To stir the emotions.
Picture magazines, illustrations in the newspapers,
and the wide use of pictures in modern texts have made
the present generation of children picture conscious
according to Schu11er.5 Foster added to this theory
4.Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching
(New York: Dryden Press, 1954), p. 250. -
5Charles F. Schaller (ed.), The School Administrator
and His Audio-Visualpro. (lfaslWigton, b.c.: NationiI --
E~cationAssociatioD,1954 , p. 90.9
when he stated"that children are sti.mUlated by and rill
react to the visualization of problems which they
understand as being of immediate concern to them.6
He went on to add to this that soon in every school it
becomes desirable to have available for both teachers
and students, a good camera for use in taking black-and-
white pictures.7
De Bernardis stated that teachers should look
upon photography as another means of helping any child
express himself.
8
De Bernardis went farther to say that
the important criterion of evaluating photographic work
of children was to determine what photography offers in
the 'Wa¥ of motivation, skill, understanding, and appreciation.9
PurcelllO and Milesll both emphasized the importance of
photographing many and most of the things that happen and
61• Owen Foster, et. al., The AudiO-Visual Program
(state of Indiana Department of Public Instruction, ---
Bulletin 218: Indianapolis, Indiana: state of Indiana
Department of Public Instruction, 1956), p. 59.
7Ibid., p. 60.
8.AmD De Bemardis, "Let's Take Pictures,II Grade Teach!!,
LII (September, 1954), 86.
9,
:DII., p. 88.
~.'~ 10 .,
Carl Purcell, ·Camera in the Classroom," National
Education Association Joumal, XLVIII (Februar.r, ~1959), 27.
l:Ixay Burkit Hiles, "Visual Aids with Your Box Camera,"
School Arts, LV (October, 1955), 20.~ -:1
'I
I
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are present in the classroom. They' also placed great.
emphasis on the fact that expensive equipment is not
needed. Degenhart12 and Sasserl3 both encouraged the use
of photography in teaching the principles of art.
The great use of photography in improving the
schools' pUblic relations was brought out by Snide~4
and Foster.15 Foster said the the public relationS program
of every school requires that classroom activities be
presented to the cODlDll1nity in <trnamic form•. He added that
every school needs to be able to document, through means
of graphic presentations, it progress in terms of the
accomplishments of its students.
parish,16 Compton,17 and Roberts,18 all advocated
12pear1 C. Degenhart, "Teaching Art with Cameras,1t
§Ehoo1 Arts, LV (May, 1956), 23.
l~lizabethSkidmore Sasser, -Teachers and Creative
Cameras,· School Arts, LV (May, 1956), 25.
14Robert Snider, ·Schoo1 Photozjournalism," National
Educatien Association Journal, XLVII (February, 1958), 75.
15
Foster, ~. cit., p. 61.
16Char1es C. Parish, nVacatian Photography with
a Purpose," Grade Teacher, LXXIII (June, 1956), 79.
'.,' --
17- .
Carl Benton Compton, "Put the Camera to 'Work,"
Education, lJOC[V (September, 1953), 58-64.
18Alvin B. Roberts, .Course in Field Photography,n
Educational Screen and Audio=:,Visua1 Guide, XXXVII
{March, 1958), 123-25. .~.~ ~
r
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that teachers plan their vacations "and their vacation.
pictures with their teaching in mind. They stressed the
importance of determining the purpose of taking the
pictures and how they would be used before the vacation
started. Roberts, who is the aduio-visual director at
Western Illinois University, developed a course of study
and orientation to photography which he used with tour
groups that he was conducting before he started on the
tour with them. Goldstein19 also developed a photographic
course of study for use in a graphic-arts laboratory.
Another course of study prepared by TerLouw and Harkness20
was also found to be quite helpful in this study.
---------------
19uarry A. Goldstein, "Photography in the Graphic-
Arts Laboratory,1t Industrial Arts and Vocational Education,
XLIV (December, 1955), 320-21. - --
20Adrian L. TerLouw and Norris Harkness,
Abbreviated S llabus.for a Basic Photo ra Course in an
Academc High Schoo, New York: U. S. Camera Pub 1shing
Corporation, 1951Y:-CHAPTER,III
FACILITmS AND NEEDS IN SEIECTED INDIANA SCHOOLS(I
f,:.
CHAPTER III
FACILITlES AND NEEDS IN SELECTED INDIANA SCHOOLS
A three-page questionnaire and cover-letter were
sent to one-hundred and ninety-two secondary schools in
Indiana with an enro1JJnent in grades nine through twelve
of over two hundred students.21 The enrollment and address
list were taken from the 1957-58 Indiana Public School
Directory which was the latest' one available at the time.
The letters were addressed only to the school with the
intention that the school principal would receive the
letter and ask one of the teachers on his staff to complete
the questionnaire. It was suggested that the teacher
most directly responsible for the photographic work in
the school be selected to complete the questionnaire in
order that any opinions or suggested needs would be those
of the teachers directq involved with the classroom needs
rather than those of an administrator. Of the one hundred
and ninety-to questionnaires that were mailed, one hundred
and twenty-seven were .completed and returned making a
return of sixt7-six per cent.22 The writer realizes that
probably mCl)re of the questionnaires would have been returned
21see Appendix I.
22See Appendix II.14
had it Dot beenso late in the school year when they were
mailed from Terre Haute. On Hay 20, 1959, when the
questioDnaires were mailed, JIlaDy of the schools in
Indiana had alreactr closed for the swmner vacation.
Interpretation of Questionnaire Data
Photograpgy Classes and Clubs.--It can be seen
in Table 1 that 92.5 per cent of the respondents did not
TABLE 1
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES AND CWBS +N SELECTED INDIANA SCHOOLS
Responses Yes No
;Is photograph;r taught as a class with
credit in your school? • • • • •• 10 122
Is there a photograph;r club in
your school? • • • • • • • • • •• 42 90
have photography taught as a class with credit in their
school. Also, 68 per cent of the schools did not have
photograph;r clubs in their school wereas 32 per cent did
have. This voald seem to indicate that even though photography
was Dot taught as a class with credit in the curriculum in
III&Dl' schoQls, there was a greater number of schools that met
the interest in photography through a photograph;r club
rather than through formal class work.15
Responsibility for Photograpb.y....-The stud;y
indicated that in 30 per cent of the responding schools
the science teacher was in charge of ~ photographic
nrk that was done as can be seen in Table 2.
TABlE 2
FACULTY HESPONSIBILITY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Responses Number Per Cent
Art • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 5
Industrial Arts • • • • • • • • 14 16
Science • • • • • • • • • • • • 26 30
Other • • • • • • • • • • • • • 42 49
In 16 per cent of the schools, the industrial arts teacher
was in charge of the photographic work, and in 5 per cent
the ~t'tteacher was in charge of the work. In the
remaining 49 per cent of the cases there was a variety
of responses including the JOUrnalism teacher, coach,
and band director.
Equipment, Facilities, and Supplies.--Of the one
hundred and thirty-two schools responding to the questionnaire,
58.3 per cent indicated that there were darkroom facilities
in their schools; and in 48 per cent of all of the cases,
the darkroom facilities were adequate and met the needs of
the schools as is shown in Table 3. Fifty'-nine per
.cent indicated that the darkrooms were available for16
TABlE 3
PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITlES IN SElECTED INDIANA SCHOOLS
Yes No
Are there darkroom facilities in your school? • 77 55
Are they available for student use? • 0 • • 73 50
Are they available for faculty use? • • • • 66 55
Do the darkroom facilities meet the needs
of the school? • • • • • • • • • • • • 62 67
Does your school provide cameras for
studeDts to use? • • • • !t • • • • • • 55 77
For teachers to use? .• • • • • • • • • • • • 57 74
For administra.tors to use? • • • • • • • • • 47 77
Does your school provide film for students
to use? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 100
For teachers. to use? • • • • • • • • • • • • 34 96
For administrators to use? • • • • • • • • • 35 94
student use, and 55 per cent reported that they were
available for faculty use.
In 41.7 per cent of the responding schools,
cameras were provided for the use of students. However,
in most of these cases it was indicated that cameras were
provided for students to use in taking pictures for the
.yearbook staff or school newspaper staff. Forty-four
per cent of the respondents indicated that their schools
provided cameras for the use of teachers, and 38 per cent
indicated that they provided cameras for the use of
administrators. The most common tn>e of a camera among the
respondents was the press camera as is indicated in Table 4.
Fifty-two schools indicated that they had press cameras;
forty-two had 35mm cameras; thirty-eight had roll film
cameras; nine had 16mm cameras; and two had Polaroid cameras.17
TABLE 4
TYPES OF CAMERAS PROVIDED BY SCHOOLS
Responses Number
Press Camera • • • • •• 52
35mm Camera •••••• 42
Roll Film Camera • • • 0 38
16mm Camera ••••• • 9
Polaroid Camera ••• • 2
Twenty-four per cent of the responding schools
indicated that their schools provided film for students
to use. Additional comments showed that the film
provided for the students to use was for Pllhlication
staffs in the schools. The survey showed that 26 per cent
of the schools provided film for teachers to use, and 27
per cent provided film for administrators to use.
Use of PhotOgraphy in Classrooms.--Thirty-eight
per cent of the respondents reported that photography was
.used in the classrooms in their school. However, 68 per
cent thought that teachers in their school would use
photography more in their teaching if they were more
skilled in it. Fifteen per cent thought that probably
photography would be used more in their school if the teachers
~f?~ore skilled in it, whereas 17 per cent said that
teachers in their school would not use photography more if
they were more skilled in if.
; .18
Where Assistance Is Needed.--A list of twelve
photography more in their classreoms if they were more
Per Cent Needing
Help
Responses
items was provided where the respondents were requested
Camera Use • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 41
Selection of Equipment • • • • • • • • • 39
Processing Film •••••••••••• 39
Lighting • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 39
Picture Composition •••••••••• 39
Contact Printing • • • • • • • • • • • • 36
Projection Printing •••••••••• 36
Calculating Exposure •••••••••• 34
Mounting Photographs • • • • • • • • • • 33
Calculating F100dlamp Exposure • • • • • 31
Calculating Daylight Exposure ••••• 31
Calculating Flash Exposure .' •••••• 30
TABLE 5
AREAS WHERE HELP IS NEEDED
in their school. Twenty-three per cent of the respondents
to check the areas in which they specifically needed help
checked all twelve of the areas. Help was needed in
each of the areas as is indicated by Table 5.
S~ of Questionnaire.--This questionnaire first
through determining the amount and type of equipment that
was gene~ available in certain Indiana high schools;
second, through determining the general availability to
teachers of equipment and facilities; third, through
finding from. teachers themselves that they would use
skilled in it; and fourth, through determining directly
frOll those teachers most concerned with ph.tography19
in their schools specifically what their needs were, tended
to indicate very strongly that there was a need and a
desire to learn more about photography and its use in
learning situations. This strong indication of desire
and need led to the development of an experimental
resource unit in photography which was included in a
course of study in the preparation- and production of
audio-visual materials.CHAPTER IV
THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT;\
i
,
CHAPTER IV
THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT
Because of the strong indication of desire and
need for assistance in learning more about photography,
a unit of study was developed and taught by the writer
in a class in preparation and production of audio-visual
materials during the first summer term in 1959 under the
supervision of Howard Gillaspie', Assistant Professor of
Education, at Indiana state Teachers College, Terre Haute,
Indiana.
23
It was decided at that time by Gillaspie and
by the writer that ten hours of instruction in photography'
were all that could be alloted in a class of that type.
Any less than ten hours would not have allowed enough
time for the areas of photography that were taught.
There was an enrollment in the class of twenty-
one students--fifteen graduates and six under-graduates.
The class was divided into two groups at random with
pairings made within the two groups on the basis of
convenience in issuing cameras for use outside of class.
Each group met alternate dqs with Gillaspie and the
writer f0r a two hour period each day. There were several
23See Appendix III.22
advantages found in this plan of work:'l) a long
period of time for involved laboratory work in the
darkroom, 2) an early acquaintance of the class in the
term. with both Gillaspie and the writer for making long
term. assignments, 3) both groups doing the same work within
a few da;ys so that any rented audio-visual materials
could be used with both groups, 4)- enough time between
meetings for the students to gather material and plan
their work, and 5) "the photographic work completed with
a relatively short period of time to free facilities and
equipment for other use.
The Unit of stucJ;r
During the first two-hour meeting the group was
given an overview of the work that they would be doing
during the rest of the unit of stucJ;r. A mltiple-chQice
test was prepared and administered to the group to determine
their present knowledge and past experience in photography.24
The remainder of the time was spent discussing the basic
structure of cameras. Specific instruction was given in
the use of the press camera in preparation of the work that
the students would be doing during the following meeting.
24See Appendix IV.23
. .
Om. the s~cond da¥ that each photography group met,
the students each brought to class a black-and-white
picture witbout &Dy' gr8¥ tones to copy with high contrast
film. Specific instruction was again given in the proper
use of the press camera. Each student loaded his own
filmholder, exposed the film, and developed the negative.
After the group instruction at the-beginning of the class,
the students 'Worked independently with supervision and
help wherever it was needed.
The third two-hour period was spent in the
darkroom with the students making positive prints from
their high contrast negatives. These were either
transparencies or opaque paper prints depending on the
needs and purposes of the respective s~dents.25
At the beginning of the fourth class meeting, the
basic elements of cameras and their uses were reviewed•
.The discussion then went on over the effect of focus,
depth-of-field, shutter speed, and camera steadiness
on picture sharpness. Then the relationship of shutter
speed and aperture and their effect on exposure vas
developed. The Eastman Kodak slide-set "Making Pictures
That People Likelt was shown to the class with a tape-
-
recorded commentary. A picture assignment sheet and a
25See Appendix V.I
i
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24
35mm camera with film was given to ~ach student.26
...1
As the cameras and films were turned in, each roll was
developed and contact prints were made for the purpose
of evaluating the pictures.
The last da¥ that each group met was spent in
reviewing the work done dIlring the teaching unit. The
film ltHigh Contrast Photography for Instruction" was
shown as part of the review. Again a lIIIlltiple-choice
test had been prepared and was administered to the
group. This test was esseJ!l.ti~ the same as the
first test for the purpose of comparing results and
determining the effectiveness of the unit. Each
student was also given the opportunity to evaluate
the unit and make suggestions for improving the work and
making it more helpful to the student in his teaching.27
26See Appendix VI;.
27 .:1':_ See Appenu.4A. VII.CHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF THE TEACHING UNITCHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF THE TEACHING UNIT
Two methods of evaluation were employed in the
course of the unit: a testing device and the opinion of
the students. The testing device appeared to measure
the amounts of gain made by the students in certain
areas while the student evaluation appeared to be mostly
personal opinion and attitude.
The Testing Device
A thirty question multiple-choice test was
devised and administered to the experimental group during
the first meeting of the class.28 The same questions
were used on the test tllat was given at the conclusion of
the unit of stuC\Y except that the order of the questions
on the test and the order of the choices for the correct
answer for each question were mixed in an attempt to
prevent any memorizing of order. The first test was not
discussed. at all with the class. As is shown in Table 6
t~re was found toLbe a significant difference in scores
28See Appendix IV.27
on the two tests at the one per cent level. The
tests were found to have a caefficient of correlation
of .75.
TABlE 6
DATA FROM EVALUATION IEVICES
Mean Score of First Test • .• • • • • 13.33
Mean Score of Second Test ••••• 21.13
Difference ~ • • • • • • • • • • •• 7.80
T-Test • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 7.03
Level of Significance ••••••• 1%
Relationship of Test One and
Test Two •••••••••••• .75
The testing device tested ma.ny of the same
concepts that were indicated as needs on the questionnaire.
These concepts were categorized according to the fo11oring:
utilizing and Planning Pictures.
Use of Cameras.
Exposure.
Processing Films and Prints.
utilizing and Planning Pic~.--Thetest
indicated that fifteen per cent of the class learned
that the first step in planning a series of pictures
to illustrate a story or to visualize some abstract
idea was to determine the purpose and general nature
of the picture series.28
. .
Use of cameras.--In explaining the parts of the
camera and the specific use of each part, it was found
helpful to compare the parts of the camera to the parts
- of the human eye. As man;y of the students were already
familiar vith the fUnction of the parts of the eye,
it became more meaningful to them to have the camera
explained to them in those terms•.It was found that
about fifty-two per cent were able to correctly identify
the parts of the eye in relation to the parts of the camera
on the first test while on the 'second test about ninety-
three per cent were able to make the comparison correctly.
The test indicated that in learning how to hold
the camera steady, how to turn the film forward properly,
and hoW' to frame the picture correctly there was ~
, increase from. seventy-six per cent correct on the first
~~st to about ninety-three per cent correct on the
, s8coDd test.
Exposure.-In 1earn~g the concepts of lens
spe.ed, depth-of-field, the theory of exposure meters, and
the relationship of shutter speed and aperture, the test
indicated an increase to seventy-two per cent correct
answers on the final test compared to 'twenty-one per cent
correct on the first test.
Deviloping.and Printing.--The test did not indicate
~ appreciable gain nor loss concerning selecting the29
proper paper graci8s ;for printing, the negative-positive .
relationship between the negative and the final print,
and the functions of developing chemicals. This was
probably caused by a slight change in the meaning and
interpretation of the paired questions on the two
tests. The change would seem to invalidate any comparison
that might have been made regarding these three items.
The Student Evaluation
Each student was provided with an evaluation
sheet for making any suggestioDS or comments they
thought might improve the unit of stu~.29 The students
vere instntcted not to sign. the sheets.
Part Host Helpful.--Sixt,y-two per cent of the
.group indicated that they thought learning to take
pictures and learning to adjust the shutter and aperture
of the camera had been most helpful to them. Fifty-two
per cent stated that they thOUght the darkroom work had
been mGst helpful to them. Thirty-three per cent indicated
that learning to use a relatively inexpensive camera
like the 35mm cameras that they used was most beneficial
to them because it was a piece of equipment that they
ver,y likely could acquire.
29See Appendix VII.30
Part Least Helpful.--There was no general tendency
Dor grouping of items suggested. One person indicated
each of the following items as least helpful: too much
time spent on commercial materials, high contrast
photography, developug techniques (no equipment available
for him to use in his teachiDg situatian), use of press
camera, and the outside picture assignment.
Phases of Phatograpl1y to be Added or stressed.--
Fourteen per cent of the group mentianed a desire to
spend more time an how to make 2x2-inch slides and more
time on composition. The other responses were scattered
and included requiring ten hours of laboratory time,
motion picture photograph1', and color photography.
suggestions for !!proving the Unit.--Thirt,y-eight
per cent of the group suggested that more time be spent
'on the unit with an equal number suggesting that time
and facilities be provided for taking, developing, and
printing pictures other than high contrast. It was
also suggested that more source material and literature
from commercial cODlpanies describing equipment, materials,
and techniques be available for passing out to the class.31
Additional COIIII1ents.--Forty-twoper cent of the.
group stated that they felt that the unit had been well
planned and carried out. Twenty per cent felt that many
audio-visual materials had been used carefully and
effectively. OthercOllllllents which were made included:
DIIlch self-satisfaction in being able to develop useful
materials; enough background was given to be helpful;
it vas better to actually do the work than to watch and
listen; grateful fo1," the amount of personal attention
given; Kodak: and Argus companie~ are dong a good job
of selling by providing film and cameras for student
use. (The cameras were provided for this purpose by the
Argus Camera Company. However, all of the film, paper,
and chemicals that were used were provided by the
Indiana state Teachers College, Audio-Visual Center.)CHAPTER VI
SUMKARY AND CONCLUSIONS
,1
'~ ,CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The steps followed in the development of the work
presented are enumerated as follows:
1. Determining the problem and deciding upon a
'"
method of research and study.
2. Determining the need for such a study by
reviewing the literature in the field.
3. studying the needs, facilities, and attitudes
concerning photography in selected Indiana high schools.
4. Writing a resource unit in photography based
. upon the findings of the review of the literature and based
upon the findings of the research done in the public schools.
5. Presenting the resource unit to an experimental
group te determine the effectiveness of the unit.
6. EvaJ.uating the unit both from the tested concepts
and from the students' reactions to the unit.
7. Presenting the resQUrce material used in
preparing the stuctr for further stuc1;r and research in the
area.34
-
The report also includes in the appendices many.
of the forms, materials, and examples of student work
which were developed during the course of the study.
Included in these are:
1. The questionnaire sent to selected Indiana hPigh.
schools.
2. The address list of the·schools responding to
the questionnaire.
3. The resource unit iD photograp}w that was used
as a guide in presenting the unit to the experimental group.
4. The eva1uaticm device used with the experimental
group.
5. Examples of high contrast photograpl\v done by the
class.
6. The picture assignment sheet given to each student.
7. The sheet which the students used for evaluating
.the unit of stuq.
8. Examples of some of the teaching materials
which were used in the unit.
Conclusions
The review of the ~lated literature seemed to
suggest that the value of photogra~in education as an
educational tool and as an important factor in increasing
public support of' education has just begun to be realized•
.A. fuller use of photographic processes is a goal toward
which schools should work.35
Whereas t-he survey of schools in Indiana indicated
that 58 per cent of the respondents had darkroom facilities,
44 per cent of the schools provided cameras for teachers to
use, and onl¥ 38 per cent indicated that photograpl\Y' was
used in the classrooms in their school, it would seem to
imply that the high per cent indicating that photography
_s not used in the classrooms in their schools (62 per cent)
is not caused by a lack of equipment or facilities. A.
high per cent (68 per cent) stating that teachers in their
school would use photography more in their teaching if they
were more skilled in it might imply that it is a lack of
skill and lmowledge rather than a lack of facilities and
equipment which has kept photograp}w from advancing farther
than it has as an invaluable teaching aid to teachers.
,This might suggest an area where a college and particularly
an audio-visual department could be of great service to
teachers in the field of public edllcation.
The writer feels that the experimental unit was
quite successful in orienting the students to thinking
about their teaching situation and problems in terms of
photograpq. This CDnclusioJa is based upon informal
conversations with various students from the group. From
observing certain ones of the group in more advanced work
concerning photography and the production of teaching
materials, they RUld appear to have a good foundationI
I
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in the field of photography upon which they can build
to meet their individual needs.
This study has brought several problems to the
attention of the writer which might suggest areas for
further research and stu~. Several of the schools which
returned questionnaires indicated that they had equipment
-
and facilities, but they had no person who was skilled
enough to use the equipment. This might suggest a need
for a series of instruction periods at the various
schools or for more written i.n:formation to be madel
available to the schools.
The unit of study which was conducted with the
experimental group was basic in nature and appeared to
motivate the students in the class. However, many of them,
. once they were motivated, could have continued work in this
area had time and equipment been available. This might
i.m.P:q a need for a more advanced unit or course.\
i
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APPENDIX I
QUESTIONNAIRE(City)
Keith A. Hall
Graduate Assistant
(State)
Elementary Junior High ____
Senior High ____
(Please feel free to write in additional comments.)
TYPE OF SCHOOL:
'merre :Haute, ;YtWiana
Very truly yours,
The use of audio-visual materials in
effective teaching has long been recognized. One
of these materials, photography, has only recent-
ly been utilized to any considerable extent as an
instructional material in itself.
Dear Friend:
SCHOOL
-(Name)
I am undertaking a study to determine
if Indiana schools utilize photography in their
work, and to determine directly from teachers
what their needs are in this area. I am enclos-
ing a questionnaire for securing these data.
Would you be so kind as to ask someone on your
staff to assume the responsibility for completing
it? May I suggest one of the following:
1. Teacher of a photography class or
camera club sponsor.
2. Teacher with much interest in
photography.
3. Audio-visual director.
Your school will be doing a real service
by cooperating in this project. I am enclosing a
self-addressed, stamped envelope for your conven-
ience. Thank you for your assistance in helping to
complete this study.
li>.UDIO.VISUAL CENTER9. Is photography used in the classrooms in your school?
6. Do the darkroom facilities meet the needs of the school?
7. Does·,~our school provide cameras for the use of students?
No
No _
press _
No---
No---
No
No _
roll film
Yes
Yes
No _
Yes _
No
No
No
No
Science
Other(s) (Please state)
Yes _
Yes
Yes---
Yes
Yes
b. For administrators to use?
a. For teachers to 'use?
c. ~bat kind of cameras? 35mm
b. For the use of administrators? Yes
a. For the use of teachers?
a. Are they available for student use? Yes __
b. Are they available for faculty use? Yes
Art
Industrial Arts _
8. Does your school provide film for students to use?
5. Are there darkroom facilities in your school?
1. Is photography taught, as a class with credit in your school?
Yes No
2. Is there a photography club in your school?
Yes No
3. If so, what are the activities of the club?
~ 4. ~~at teacher is in charge of photography in your school?b. If so, for what purpose?
[ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
Keith A. Hall
Audio-Visual Center
Indiana State Teachers College
Terre Haute, Indiana
Please return to:
No _ Yes
Would teachers in your school use photography more in their
teaching if they were more skilled in it?
In what specific areas of photography do you need help?
(Please check)
9. (Continued.)
a. If so, what classrooms?
Selection of equipment _
Techniques of:
Camera use ------- Calculating exposure _
Flash
Dayrig.... fi":"'"t---
Floodlamp
Contact printi-n-g------
Projection printing _
Processing film __
Lighting ~~ __
Mounting photographs __
Picture composition _
Photography is interpreted to mean 2ft x 2ft slides, flat
fphotographs, home movies, Polaroid pictures, and the processes
lof taking and developing pictures.
, ,
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SCHOOLS .SPONDING TO THE QUESTIONNAIREAPPENDIX II
SCHOOLS RESPONDING TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Attica High School
Attica, Indiana
Auburn High School
800 South Main Street
Auburn, Indiana
Alexandria High School
Alexandria, Indiana
Ben Davis High School
6200 West Horris Street
Indianapolis, Indiana
Bedford High School
Bedbord, Indiana
Allen High School
428 South Oak Street
Bluffton, Indiana
Anderson Senior High School
1301 Lincoln Street
Anderson, Indiana
Adams Central High School and Grade School
Monroe, Indiana
Benjamin Bosse High School
1300 Wash4ngton Avenue
Evansville, Indiana
Berne-French Township School
Berne, Indiana
B17azil.Junior-Senior High School
Brazil, Indiana
.," ..... , .
Aurora High School
615 Green Blvd.
·Aurora, IndianaBroad Ripple High'School
115 East Broad Ripple .Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana
Calumet High School
6111 West Ridge Road
Gary, Indiana
Ca.riiel School
Carmel, Indiana
Central High School
203 North West Sixth Street
Evansville, Indiana
Central High School
Lewis and Bah' streets
Fort lJ'VUe, Indiana
Central High School
South High Street
Muncie, Indiana
Charlestown School
Charlestown, Indiana
Churubusco School
Churubusco, Indiana
>.
Clarksville Senior High School
Clarksville, Indiana
Columbia City' Joint High School
North Walnut Street
Columbia, Indiana
Columbus Senior High School
1400 Twenty-fifth street
Columbus, Indiana
Concord Junior-8enior High School
115 Harding Road
Elkhart, Indiana
Connorsville Senior High School
1900 North Grand Avenue
CODnorsviUe, Indiana
Covington ComDamity' High School
Covington, Indiana
49Crispus Attucks 111gb School
U40 North West street
Indianapolis, Indiana
CroWD Point Junior-Senior High School
Crown Point, Indiana
Dale High School
Dale, Indiana
Decatur Central High School
R.R. #3, Box 881
Indianapolis, Indiana
Eel River-Perry Consolidated School
Huntertown, Indiana
Elkhart High School
215 West High Street
Elkhart, Indiana
Elmhurst School
R.R. #8, H~den Road
Fort 1I'8\YUe, Indiana
Fairmont High School
201-223 South Vine Street
Fairmont, Indiana
Fgrt Branch High School
Fort Branch, Indiana
'Francis Joseph Reitz High School
Forest Hills
Evansville, Indiana
FrankHn Township School
Wanamaker, Indiana
Frankton School
Frankton, Indiana
Garfield High School
Twelfth and Hap1e Avenue
Terre Haute, Indiana
Garrett High School
700-:-800 Bast Houston Street
Garrett, Indiua
50George Rogers claiic School
1921 Davis AVenue
Whiting, Indiana
GeD1"ge Washington High School
2215 West Washington
Indianapolis, Indiana
Gerstmeyer Technical High School
Thirteenth and Locust Streets
Terre Haute, Indiana
Glenn High School
6835 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute, Indiana
Goshen High School
Lincoln~East
Goshen, Indiana
Greenfield High School
North and School streets
Greenfield, Indiana
Greensburg CODDDIlnity High School
Greensburg, Indiana
Greenwood Junior-Senior High School '. .-111. Madison AVenue
Greenwood, Indiana
Griffith High School
Griffith, Indiana
Hammond Technical-Vocational High School
fi27 Soh! street
Haauond, Indiana
Harry E. Wood High School
501 South Meridian Street
Indianapolis, Indiana
Hart~ordCityHigh School
7~1 North High street
Hartford City, Indiana
Higblaad High School
9135 Erie Street
Highland, Indiana
5152
JeffersonvU1e Senior High School
601 East Court Avenue
Jeffersonville, Indiana
Lawrenceburg Consolidated High School
Lawrenceburg, Indiana
Isaac C. Elston Senior High School
Larqette and Detroit streets
Michigan City, Indiana
Jackson central High School
Arcadia, Indiana
High:Land Junior aad Senior High School
i.R. Ill, Box 685
Anderson, Indiana
Knightstown High School
Knightstovn, Indiana
Kokomo High School
303 East Su.perior Street
Kokomo, Indiana
Huntingburg High School
Huntingburg, Indiana
Laboratory School
Seventh and Chestnut Streets
Terre Haute, Indiana
ta Porte High School
1000 Harrison Street
La Porte, Indiana
,Lincoln High School
Cambridge City, Indiana
Lhcoh High School
500B~~Buntin street
Vincennes, Indiana
LelJanonHigh School
Essex Drive
. Lebanon, Indiana53
,...
Marion High School
Nelson and A streets
Marion, Indiana
N~w Albany Senior High School
1020 Vincennes street
New Albany, Indiana
New Cas. Senior High School
1407 lfalhut,
NeW' Castle, Indiana
Mitchell;Rigb'School
Mitchell, Indiana
Montpelier-Harrison Township High School
Montpelier, Indiana
Nappanee COJDIJIImity High School
Nappanee, Indiana
Mississinewa Joint High School
Main and Broa~
Gas City, Indiana
Logansport High School
1301 East Broad~
Logansport, Indiana
Madison Heights Junior and Senior High School
461Q Madison Avenue
Anderson, Indiana
Madison High School
First and Broad~
Madison, Indiana
Linton-Stockton H~ School
Linton, Indiana
New Haven High School
900 Prospect Avellue
New Haven, Indiana
New Paris High School
New Paris" ,Indiana
New Washington School
N~w,ashingt_,Indiana
.-,,'. "'.,<j,
i,
Noblesville Senior High School
300 North Seventeenth Street
Noblesville, Indiana
North Central High School
Farmersburg, Incii.ana
North Central High School
84011restfield Blvd.
Indianapolis, Indiana
North Central School
Ramsey, Indiana
North Side High School
2319 Stringtown Road
Evansvile, Indiana
North Side High School
475 East State Street
Fort Wayne, Indiana
North Vernon Junior-Senior-High School
North Vernon, Indiana
Northwestern. High School
R.R. #2
X.a_o, Indiana
Odon-Hadison Township School
Ode, Indiana
Ossian Schoa1
Ossian, Indiana
Otter Creek High School
North Terre Haute, Indiana
Pendleton High Sehaal
Pend1etoD, .Indiana
Plainfield High School
315 East HaiD Street
P1ai.Dfield, Indiana
Partland-lfayue Tcnmship Se:ni.or High School
Portland, Indiaaa
PriDceton High School
PriacetoD, Indiana
.:~ . ~ ..
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Richmond Senior High School
Whitewater Blvd.
Richmond, Indiana
Rochester Joint High School
SeYenth aDd Pontiac Streets
Rochester, Indiana
Rockport High School .
R.ockport, Indiana
R.ooseve1t High School
730 West Twenty-fif'th Avenue
Gary, Indiana
Roy-erton School (West Building)
R.R.. #7,
Huncie, Indiana
Sheilds High School
Fifth and Walnut streets
Seymour, Indiana
Sheridan School
Sheridan, IndiaDa
Si1Yer Creek High School
Sellersburg, Indiana
Speedlfa\Y High School
5151 West Fourteenth Street
Speed1fa¥, Indiana
South Side High School
3500 South Calhoun street
Fort Wa,ne, Indiana
Sullivan High School
220 West Wolfe Street
Sullivan, Indiana
Sw;vzee Digb School
S'InQ'zee, Indiana
Theodore.Roosevelt High School
4020 Indianapolis B1Yd.
East Chicago, Indiana
ThomasA. Edison Senor High School
2295 North Parke street
East Gary, Indiana
55ThGJDaS Carr Howe High School
4900 Julian Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana
ToUeston School
1700 Taney Street
Gary, Indiana
Van Buren High School
Van Buran, Indiana
Van Buren School
R.1t. #3
Brazil, Indiana
Wabash High School
North Miami Street
Wabash, Indiana
Wakarusa COJllDlW1ity School
Wakarusa, Indiana
Warren Central High School
901 Post Road
Indianapolis, Indiana
Washi.D.gtOD High School
600 East Walnut Street
.'Washington, Indiana
Wendell L. Wilkie High School
1622 Main Street
Elwood, IndiaDa
WesteI'D. High School
Russiaville, Indiana
lfheatfield School
.Wheatfield, Indiana
lfhiting Jurdor-Senior High School
Whiting, Indiana
lfile7 High School
Seventh aDd Walnut streets
Terre Haute, Indiana
Woodburn High School
Woodburn, IJldiana
Zionsville School
ZionsvU1e, Indiana
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RESOURCE UNIT IN PHOTOGRAPHYAPPENDIX III
RESOURCE UNIT IN PHOTOGRAPHY
I. Grade Placement and TiDe Allotment
A. Education #543-443 12:00-2:00 First Summer Term, 1959
Hr. Howard Gillaspie, Assistant Professor of Education
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute, Indiana
B. Ten clock hours
1. Group I 12:00-2:00
June 17-19-23-25-29
2. Group II 12:00-2:00
June 18-22-24-26-30
II. Objectives of the UDit
A. Pri.m.ary Objectives
1. To integrate information drawn frOlll ph,ysics,
chemistry, fine arts, industrial arts, and
related fields.
2. To develop an appreciation of phQtograph,y' as
a medium of artistic expression.
3. To develop as a worthwhile leisure-time activity.
B. Secondar,y Objectives
1. To give the student an understanding of basic
photogra~so that his practice of photography
rill be an intelligent application of principle
rather than a blind application of rules of thumb.
2. To give the student sufficient and varied practical
experience so that he rill be familiar with
CQlllJllOl1 procedures in photo~pbyand develop
efficient working aabits and methods.
3. To give the student sufficient background in
theor;y to permit him to use new products effective~
and app~ Dew technical information to his
photographic work.
4. To impart a knowledge of the use of photography
as an iaportaat implemeDt iJ:l JDaDY professions
andoccupatiens with Ulphasis on education.
5. To produce some photographic aterials for the
studellts to use in their O1fJlteaching.
I ' ..;
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III. Introductory Activities
A. Orientation and Overview
1. Give a comprehensive view of the subject by showing
the many applications of photography in teaching
and educatiOD..
2• Give an overview of the entire unit.
3. Administration of evaluation device.
B. Introductory Activities
1. Discussion and demonstration of basic camera techniques.
a) A discussiGn of the various kinds of cameras.
Emphasis is placed on their essential similarity.
b) The concept of lens aperture and its relationship
to shutter speed and·exposure is developed.
c) The basic controls of the camera are discussed,
explained, and demonstrated.
l)l Emphasis is placed on the mechanics of the
press camera in preparation of the students
for using the camera·at the following meeting.
IV. Developmental Activities
A. Film. Processing
1. Each student is to bring to this class period a
drawing or picture in black-and-white without
any gr8¥ tones for high contrast photographic
copy work.
2. The objective is to prod.uce a negative free from
mechanical defects such as finger -.u, abrasions,
&!ld dust.
S. Students load holders (after demonstration by
instructor), expose as directed, and develop
by examination under a red safelight.
a) Explanation of developing chemicals.
b) Explanation of darkroom habits in terms of
location of equipment and supplies and neatness.
4. lfh:i1e films are washing and drying, instructor
demonstrates .the effect of exposure and development
on negative quality.
5. Discussion of the necessity of cleanliness and
orderliness both in, the darkrOQDl and studio and
each studentt.s responsibility in this res}»ct.
B. Printing and EDlarging
1. Each student is to use the high contrast negative
made at the previous meeting to make a projection
print.
2. E::x:planation of the print washers and how to use t~.
3. Explanation of the print driers and hoy to use them.60
C. Camera Techriiques
1. A review of -the 'Work done earlier concerning
the basic elements and use of cameras.
2. Picture Sharpness.
a) A discussion of the effect of focus,
depth-of-focus, shutter speed, camera steadiness,
and direction of motion relative to the camera
axis on sharpness of the picture.
b) Discussion of varying the aperture and shutter
speed accGrdingly to gain advantage in motion
stopping or depth-of-focus.
c) Discussion and practice in determinp.ng exposure
by the use of tables, calculators, and exposure
meters.
D. Haking Pictures That People Like.
1. A discussion of the elements of a good picture
and some of the things to do in making interesting
pictures with the emphasis on making pictures for
use in teaching.
2. ltMaking Pictures People Likeu a slide set and script
from Eastman Kodak Company consisting of 56 b1ack-
and-white slides.
V. Individual Activities
A. Each student is given an assignment sheet listing
nine pictures for each person tG take. .An Argus C-3
camera and film to be provided for each student to use.
1. Emphasis is placed on the subject matter and
composition and on the technical qualities of the
pictures.
VI. Culminating Activities
A. Review
1. Discussion of an-Y questions brought up by the students.
2. Show lIJIigh Contrast Photography for Instructionn
16mm. soand, color fi.1Jll.
B. Evaluation
1. Administration of the same test as was given at
the beginning of the unit 0li1y with the questions
and answers in different seque.ce.
2. student evaluation of the unit.'I , ,
APPENDIX IV
EVAWATION mvIa USB]) WITH EXPERDo!:N'l'AL GROUPAction mov1ng obliouely toward the camera requires
a o a f-lster shutter speed than action moving at pight
angles to the camera
b o a fnster shutter speed than action moving direotly
toward the carner'a
0 0 a slower shutter speed th8TI 8otion moving directly
toward the camera
do a slower shutter speed than action moving directly
away from the camera
eo the same shutter speed as any other aotion
2 D rhe lens of the camera is often compared to
8 0 the retina of the eye
b o the pupil of the eye
Co the iris of the eye
do the corne8 of the eye
Disoounting focus o when the enth'e negC:ltlv(3 :uo; bJl.lJ::ced: :I.t
is caused by
a o subject movement
b o 3hutter movement
Co c~mer8 movement
1 0 '::hiehof the folIo';\'lng stc~ps shouJ.d come f:l.r's-c h: plm::ning :,::
series of plctures to tllustrate a stor'~r or '\;0 vlt:ualJ.:':a [';Cd:','
3hstract idea?
:J. 0 ,Shoot the l)ictures a od arrm1g;e fin 3-Ed",ec1 p:let'.li,'8S ,co,
the best sequence o
b o Pt'ep8re Ci rough story outl ~.neo
Co Determine the purpose and general nature of the picture
series o
do Prep8re a shooting scripto
4 0 l'lhen using a camerA the f11m sho1)ld he turned fon'varc1 to
the next picture
3 0 just before taking A picture
b o just after t8kiog a picture
Co while taking 8 picture
do whenever you ha')~)en to think of 1'1:;
50 rhe far:tl':er the dlstElDce between 'the mav"Lng subJect 8ljO tlF; r:'},?,f12
a o the shorter time the suhJeet wi11 tpl~tB to cross t(i8
cameraos field of view
b 0 the shorter the subject=to=ccFoerf,l d1sCt.H1ce and tbe: f-'dter
ttw shutter speedr-ec'ullred
Co the slower the shutter speed reculred
do the more cr1t1c('.11 the matter of foour;
eo the larger the aoerture necess~ry
, 6 0 rhe closer the camera is to the subject
8 0 the more accurate 1s the average viewfinder
b o the more inaccurate is the average viewfinder
Co the smaller the 1mage
do the greater the depth-of-field
eo the less :Jcute 1s the rroblem of foclls"
2
.
lens
from the C8mera positions
"Grade 2 10 photogr,::rphlc printll1g papers
a o are used with negatives of normRl contrast
b o are used with negatives of extremely low contrast
Co are used with negatives of extremely high cont;rast
do must be handled in complete darkness
eomey be handled in ordinary room light
1he lens aperture
aor.~gulates the length of time th,!t light rJasses th:eough
the lens
be is used to crea~e a sharp image on the film
Co controls the size of the image on the film
do regulates the amount of light thr:1t passos through the
eo is found only 011 cameras
~{hell light falls upon an object
the 'texture of the sub.ject is
aD exaggerated
b o subdued
Co norrncl1
90 rha speed of the lens in the
a o bet'llJeen f/22 and f/32
b o between f/16 and f/22
Co between fill And f/16
do hetltleen f/8 and fIll
eo between f/5 0 6 8nd f/8
8", l-lhen looking at the subject thrOt),gi:l tl1l.:'-;'. iriewfirJl1ei." on ,;rOtU'
camera v the closer you'are to '1:;ne 8 1Jhject'
a o the snJaller he Nill appear in 'cha Dlc:tuT'e ane1 tha leEs
backgx'ound you will see ~lround h1",
{)o the smaller' he \'"i11 :Jpps[lr :In :'che plCt.1U'E': anel tl1(~ mOJ8
background you will see ::lround him
Co the larger he will appear in the picture ~nd the les8
background you will see around h:ll;]
do the larger he will appear in the pictur8 and the more
brl.Cl{ground you will see around him
12 0 1he "X" setting found on some cameras indlc9tes
8 0 self tlmer
b o electronic flash synchronization
Co extra pictures
110 "[hen mrlking a fl,"',8h exposure
a o the shutter should be set; at; i1BIt (nu,lb)
b o the shutter should be seG at "fn (Time)
Co the distance from tihe subject ijO tIle CAmera i:3 the
yarinble factor in determining the proper exposure
do t'he ltopen flFlSh
l1 method is most often uset
8 0 the synchronj.zation of tbe flnsh c l11d the shutter hss
little effect on the picture
'I
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f,180 f/32' -"
8 0 is a larger opening than f/16
bo is a smaller opening than f/16
Co has a shallower depth=of""field "than f/16
do reouires 8 faster shutter speed thnn f/2? for' EJ r£ ;t'iru]
amount of light
eo 1s the best "f" sto~ to use beo8use of its great
depth-of-field
160 In ca1cu1i1ting 1] f18sh exposure w~)en tl'Je gui.c;e number; ~lS 160
and the SUbject 1s 10 feet from the llght i:;oU!'oe!, thE: n ['Ii
stop should be at
So f/32
b o f/S
Co f/16
do f/l o6
eo f/4
for' a given
The higher the nf" number
a. the greater the depth=of=fleld
b. the more li~ht that enters the camera
c. the faster the shutter speed required
amount of light
do the less the depth=-jf,...f1eld
eo the larger the aperture
170 An exposure meter
a o is a device for measuring "I;he :lnteusity of llght
absorbed by the subjeot
b o is a device for measuring the :J.ntienslty of light
reflected by the subjeot
Co estimates a "guess" at the proper exposure
do 1s lnfalllbl~
e" tells the exact "fn stop and s~ltter speed to use
requiring no judgment by the user
1.5 0 A dark area on a blF.l.ok=and=white neg::::t:\.ve 'r:i.l1
8 0 be dark on the-print
b" be light 011 the pr-1nt
Co allow light in the enlarger to strike th~ emulsion
of the print papel. ... cren1jing D, 11g'ht ::11'0[: In thc; pt<u,
do allow the light in the enlarger to strike the emu16~(.n
of the print paper creating 8. (I,,:~;i:"k ::H'ea :1.n 1::he pl~lDt
e" not 811m.; the light; in the enl;ir'gcr>tc, str:lke ;:;11e
emulsion of the print paper' cr8:,~: t ing n () 1X'1X are;" hl
the print
190 The film of the cnmera 1s often comp0red to
a o the retina of tt~ eye
b o the pupil of the eye
Co the iris of the eye
do the cornea of the eye
eo the optic nerve21 0 The primary function of acetic ocid SllO{'"G stop :i.E!
a o to w'sh, the developer off of film at,Jd paper bo yl"'olong the
11fe of the hypo
b o to stop the action of the developer
Co to creRte the im:,~ge on the film Or' pa.pep
do to prevent the image from chAnging when the 11g~t strikes it
eo to speed the process of washing
22 0 Depth=of=fle1d increases with
8 0 an increase of image size
b o an increase 1n shutter speed
0 0 an increase in the focal length of the lens
do an increase in the "f
M stop number
eo a decrease 1n the subject='co-lens d1 sta.nce
230 Everything else remaining constant D wh1eh of the f'ollovJlng
1s true?
a o The larger the lens opening 9 the shol"ter th(~ exposuI''?:
needed ..
b o The "faster" the lens (regardless of the opening used)9
the shorter the exposure time required o
Co The larger the lens opening9 the longer the exposure
neededo
do The smaller the ::Lens open:1.ng @ the shorts:.:' the ex~osu,::'fJ
t1me requ1red o
240 The permaneDoe of the photographic image depends v'ery largely trpon
a o having the correct exposur.e in the first place
b o the freshness of the hypo
0 0 the temperature of the wash water
do ~pw thoroughly the film is fixed and washed
eo the temperature'of the hypo
250 The diaphragm or aperture of the camera is often oomp8red to
8 0 the retina of the eye
bo the pup11 of the eye
0 0 the iris of the eye
do the cornea of the eye
eo the optlc nerve
In most blaok""and-white film
a o slow speed, low oontrast, and coarse grain go hand in hand
b o fast speed» low contrasts and fine g~ain go hand in hand
0 0 fast speed, high contrastp and fille grain go hand in hand;
do slow speed, high contrast~ and fine gr~in go hand in hand
eo slow speed, high oontr:stv and coarse grain go hand iD hand
The best fllm for oopying black=and-white line origlnals 1s one of
So slow speed
b o medium speed
Co faE1t speed30 0 The amount of light reaching the film is decreas8& by
a.. 1/4
b o 2/3
Co 1/2
do 1/10
eo 1/3
when stopping down from ome major stop to another o
290 The m~ximum ~perture
a o is used to design~te lens speed
b o has the greAtest depth=of=flcld
Co has the smallest diameter of any aper·tu,re of' th:x(j Ien:::;
do requ1res a slower shutter speed than any cd-:'}'l.er- ,Tper,t;UJ"E~
of the sElrne lens f()l~ a given amount of light
eo 1s usually the best aperture to usc whenever pOin ibJ(~
BtOP8~ tha light 16 lv'hen stop'ping down the lens three 11m ;jo','
decreased'
a o 6 times
b .. 8 times
Co 10 times
do 12 times
eo 3 times
28...APPENDIX V
HIQI CONTRAST WORK DONE BY THE STUDE:N'l'SAPPENDIX V
HIGH CONTRAST WORK DONS BY THE STUlENTS
Fig. 1.--The GolferUpper: MALE
Lower: FEMALE
Fig. 2.--Raby-Throated HUBlingbird
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USDA
The diagrams Riven above illustrate the various stages in the development of ants.
A, adult male; B. pupa; C. adult female; D. female with wings; E. worker; F, larva; G. eggs.
Fig. 3.--Various stages in the Development of Ants71 
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Here is a game with is and are an_d  am.....,..._-,:~-­
-=::::. 
Fig.  4.--Language Development  Game .--- ;:!... .---
~ Cr ~ /--
~ Be
I-- g
I'--
Kr
~ r- ~~ .---
Fe H Ta K Ga Pr Ne Tc
I-- .--- I-- I--
tE As N Ce Ba Li Yb Nd Xe Fr
I-- 0-
.--- r-
Sn Sb U Pd Co Cd La Cs Sm Gd Po At />rn No
I-- f-- I--
~ Bi CI Mo Sr Rh Mg Se AI Tb ~ Sc Dv Ra
rHfl
NP Pm Md
f--
2- ~ ~
Mn W Ti Os B Si Br Eu 'Jl Ho Ge Ac Pu Bk Fm
C In Pt Ni F Te Y Ir I Zr Th Ru In Tn Ar Rn LulPoIRe Cm Cf Es
17 HUNDRED & 18 HUNDRED & 19 HUNDRED &.
ANCIENTS ALCHEMY 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 05 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 05 I5 25 35 45 55
45 55 65 75 85 95 05 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95~ 15 25 35 45 55 60
Fig. 5.--Discover;y of the Elements Time Chart
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OF THE ELEMENTS
CHART
DISCOVERY
TIMEAL~L
B~~~
C~ h1=~
D j ~ ~~ ~
E
Fig. 6.--Pnysical Exercise Chart
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APPENDIX VI
PICTDllE ASSIGNMENT SHEETIn selectln8 ~~our subject matter any of tho followin. ..:; susge:;d;:Lolla
could be used:
Technical
-'Fl'jrOcus
A Aperture
S Shutter
T 1h1nk
Subject Matter
Planned Subject Matter
Keep 'Em Busy
Take Closeups
Keep It Simple
Pattcrms
Poople
Conunun!tx
Weather and Soason~
.Outdoor Scones
!.ctivity
10 Select a sUbject similar to a landscape OP buildin.:.:;o
10 Make a lonG shot
20 Make a medium sho!..
30 Make a close=up
110 Select a subjecto A parson is SU3sestedo Select an
appropriate backGround and settin~ and experiment with
camera pos!t10n usinG the followinG posj.t:l.ons
40 Rye=level=~photo~~rtipher st,~ndlnG on ground In uprIght pO~IIi.:ic:;·'
50 Low angle==move the camera as close to the Ground as pO$sl 8
00 High an.:;la==move h1U;h ovor the subj eot and m~k0 a pic tUJ'(,El
IIIo Select a subject and crea.te a t93 pictw:oe
ll picture sLoI"JI'o
Fa::;, Hainy Da;:;sSl SnOlfJstol"n1S» Wind!! ".:1.:ntoJ?
Sprins ?lowors, Summer, Autumn Colm""'.;1
Doa; DeJs II Li;::;htniOO
Formal POl"'traicure Jj Babie3 9 Children
wit11 Their Pot~.!1 People a t Work
Abs tl"'act Dasmgns Hef'lectiona 11 'rex !:;m:13 &
Shadow:], Cur~l1es, Gluss1iJa!?8
General Landscapes II Hoofs;I ~l):'('Jes ~ SD.J.1inC
Clouds" Gardens, Seascapes.fl Tho Parm
Atmospher0l' Mother's Love) r:apr-iness 9
Sorrow, AnGer lJ Frustrationl) Let's
Live a Littlol) At Worship
Know Your CitY9 PaI"k~19 Archltectul"e p
T1'11e for Schoole Chul'cheSj) Marke t Plaee
Indus l;ry 9 l'ransportationv S tx'eet SCCil110S,\l
BeacheS JI Carnival Tima 9 The Gireus D
Recreation!) VE4-catlons p Nit.:ht Life
In taking your pictures you should keep In mind what we
~have discussed concerning both the technical aspects of'
:photography and the sUbject mattero Here is what you sho ...,ld
,remember about each aspect:APPENDIX VII
SBEE1' FOR SfUlENT EV.wJ.A1'ION OF PHOTOGRAPHY UNITStudent Evaluation of Phot03ra.:r::hy Unit
What part has been the loaDt helpful?
What su~gestiona would you make for impI'ovln:; the un!t?
Any remarks or comments the.t you mi~ht ma.ke on this
evaluation sheet will in no way affect your future work in
this class'or your tirade a t the end of the claaso I111s if!
simply to help us evaluate lithe work that we are doJ.ng and
make revisions where it seems necessaryo You will bB doing
us a great service by anawerinJ the followln3 questions as
completely as possible o
1 0 What specific part of this unit has b~en most holpful to you?
2 0 Would you find tho unit more helpful if some 0 Lher phase
of photoeraphy were stressed? If so" what specific
phase or phases?
4Q Additional Cownents:
'. "::t
> ~oAPPENDIX VIII
TEACHING MATERIALS USED IN THE UNITAPPENDIX VIII
TEACHING MATERIALS USED IN THE UNIT
Fig. 7.--Basic steps in Taking Pictures*
*These teaching aterials were originaJ.4r transparencies
for use with an overhead projector.
Focus
Aperture
Shutter
Think
FAST80
Fig. 8.--The Camera and the Eye*
*Thmnas H. Hiller and Wyatt Bnumnitt, This Is Photograp!?y
(Garden City, New York: Garden City Publishing Co.,. 194'7) , p. 10.81
LIGHT SOURCE
I4-REFLECTOR
Fig. 9.--The Enlarger*
4Lucile Robertson Marshall, Photography for Teen-Agers
(New York: prentice-Hall, 1952), p. i59.r
Fig. lO.--The Problem of Parallax*
*Miller and Brwmnitt, ope cit., p. 47.
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RECOMMENDED SHUTTER SPEEDS
TO STOP SUBJECTS IN MOTION
PROPER SHUTTER SPEED
~ ~
€@ ~
• • •
CAMERA CAMERA CAMERA
approx. distance subject moving subject su~ject
speed from toward or moving at movlDg at
away from 45° angle right angle Subjects mph. camera camera to camera to camera
Slow moving 15 feet 1/200 1/300 1/400
people, cars, 5-15 25 feet 1/100 1/200 1/300
animals, etc. 50 feet 1/50 ' 1/100 1/200
l[
Fast moving 15 mph. 25 feet 1/300 1/400 1/500 f
r objects, and 50 feet 1/200 1/300 1/400
athletic faster 100 feet 1/100 1/200 1/300
events, etc.
Fig. ll.--Shutter Speeds to stop Motion*
*How to Take Better Pictures (Binghamton, New York:
General Aniline and Film Corp., 1957), po 3S.84
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FOCUS HERE
~
PICTURE WILL 8E SHARP FROM
HERE ••. TO ••• HERE
- DEPTH OF FIELD ---
Fig. 12.--Depth of Field*
*Miller and Brwnmi.tt, ope cit., p. 34.
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